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Introduction

We’ve based this technical guide on the 
‘best practice’ format recommended by 
the Group Risk Development group (GRiD) 
and the Association of British Insurers 
(ABI). The technical guide is an important 
document explaining the features of our 
Voluntary Group Life – spouse or partner 
cover.

This guide should be read together with 
your quote, setting out the cost and other 
details specific to the cover you requested. 
This will include any modifications to our 
standard terms and conditions and any 
additional requirements we may need.

Voluntary Group Life Cover is normally a 
collection of group life policies that meet 
the rules for excepted group life policies 
as defined by section 480 of the Income 
Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 
(see “What Tax Rules Apply?”).

Our Voluntary Group Life Cover should only 
be used by commercial customers who 
take out the policies in the ordinary course 
of their trade, business or profession to 
finance their benefit commitment in respect 
of cover elected by their employees 
payable on the death of their spouse, 
civil partner or dependent partner.

Once started, your policies will consist of 
our standard terms and conditions and 
the policy schedule, which shows details 
specific to your cover, including any 
changes to the standard terms and 
conditions which are set out in the quote.

We’ll issue the policies when all the 
details of your cover have been finalised, 
requirements set out in the quote have 
been met and we’ve agreed to enter into 
a contract with you.

You can ask to see a copy of the standard 
terms and conditions earlier, by contacting 
us by phone or in writing. Please see the 
‘Further information’ section for our 
contact details.

The legal and tax information contained 
in this guide summarises Zurich’s 
understanding of the law and of 
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) practice 
at November 2013.
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been met and we’ve agreed to enter into 
a contract with you.
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‘Further information’ section for our 
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at November 2013.
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We’ll provide you with an application form, which the 
employee and their spouse, civil partner or dependent 
partner must complete when they join the plan or elect to 
increase their cover and you must retain this. We’ll provide 
a set of unisex rates that will apply to the cover during the 
rate guarantee period.

On each monthly review date you must:

• calculate the premium due;

• provide us with the membership information 
(see ‘How does scheme accounting work?’); and

• pay the premium due.

This cover will apply provided you continue paying 
premiums when they’re due, no matter how many times 
you claim. If the arrangement is cancelled we’ll continue 
accepting claims where they arose before cover was 
discontinued (see ‘How do I make a claim?’).

You may cancel the cover at any time provided you do so 
in writing. The arrangement will continue until you cancel 
it, provided you comply with the terms and conditions.

We can only cancel the arrangement for a material breach 
of the terms and conditions (such as a failure to provide 
essential information we’ve asked for to assess the risk or 
administer the arrangement, or a failure to pay a premium 
within 30 days of the date when it’s due).

If we cancel the arrangement in these circumstances, 
cover will end on the date the material breach occurred. 
We also reserve the right to cease cover under the 
policies if we no longer insure the benefits under any 
other linked arrangement.

We won’t backdate any cancellation and we’ll charge 
premiums for the time the cover was provided. All cover will 
end when the arrangement is cancelled. However, we’ll 
consider any valid claim that happened before the date 
cover was cancelled. We’ll refund any overpaid premiums.

We’ll not pay claims or refund premiums where to do so 
would be in breach of laws or regulations or would violate, 
or may risk violating, any financial sanctions, laws or 
regulations.

If you want to make a claim in respect of a spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner covered under the 
arrangement, you must tell us as soon as possible after 
their death, but no later than two years after that. If we 
can admit your claim, we’ll pay the lump sum to you to 
pay out in accordance with your discretionary powers.

The lump sum benefit paid to you does not form part of 
the deceased spouse’s, civil partner’s or dependent 
partner’s estate. You can therefore pay it immediately 
without having to wait for probate to be granted.

Throughout this technical guide where we refer to ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’ we mean Zurich Assurance Ltd. 
Where we refer to ‘you’ or ‘your’ we mean the trustee(s) of the scheme.

Its aims
Voluntary Group Life Cover aims to:

• provide insurance to cover lump sum life assurance 
benefits payable on the death of an employee’s 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner; and

• offer a range of choices in relation to the level of cover 
which the employee can elect.

Your commitment
To provide a fair presentation of the risk.

To establish a discretionary trust on or before the policy 
start date.

To give us the complete and accurate information we’ve 
asked for within the times we’ve specified.

To calculate and pay all the premiums, when they’re due, 
based on the table of premium rates that we’ve provided.

To tell us if information that affects the premium changes 
(see ‘What premiums are charged for the cover?’).

To tell us about any claims as soon as possible.

To keep the application forms and ensure that they’ve 
been fully completed.

To tell us in advance of changes to participating 
companies including their activities, location and the 
relationship between them.

To abide by the terms and conditions of the policy.

Risk factors
If you don’t meet your commitments, we may not pay your 
claims and may cancel the policy.

A minimum annual premium applies to the arrangement. 
This means if the total monthly premiums due during the 
policy year are less than the minimum annual premium, 
we’ll ask you to pay the difference.

If you fail to provide complete and accurate information or 
pay premiums, this could lead to spouses, civil partners 
or dependent partners not being covered under the 
arrangement, or not being covered for full benefits.

If you fail to keep application forms and verify that they’ve 
been fully completed, we may not pay your claims.

If you delay giving us requested information or letting us 
know of changes to participating companies, this could 
lead to:

• a premium increase;

• spouses, civil partners or dependent partners not 
being covered under the arrangement or not being 
covered for full benefits;

• delays in processing claims.

We may limit or not pay a claim where the spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner has not fully and accurately 
completed the application form (see ‘What is not covered?’ 
and ‘Cancelling the cover?’)

We may revise the terms and conditions or rates where:

• you fail to provide a fair presentation of the risk;

• the taxation of benefits or premiums changes;

• you request we change the basis of this arrangement 
or a linked policy;

• you request we change the eligibility conditions, 
including admitting or removing groups of employees 
or adding participating employers;

• the number of spouses, civil partners or dependent 
partners included in the arrangement, or their total 
cover, vary by more than 50% since the beginning of 
the rate guarantee period; or

• the rate guarantee period ends;

• an employee resident overseas changes location.

Any claims received later than two years from the date of 
the individual’s death will not be accepted.

We’ll restrict the total amount of benefits payable in respect 
of multiple claims resulting from a catastrophe, or where 
those covered travel together (see ‘What is not covered?’).

You should seek legal and tax advice to ensure you 
understand any potential discrimination and taxation 
issues for you and your employees, and any conflicts 
with your employees’ contracts of employment.

How does the arrangement work?
We’ve designed Voluntary Group Life Cover to finance 
your benefit commitment in respect of cover elected by 
your employees, payable on the death of their spouse, 
civil partner or dependent partner.

Voluntary Group Life Cover is a collection of policies that 
will cover the elected lump sum benefits payable on the 
death of eligible spouses, civil partners or dependent 
partners of eligible employees.

For previously insured arrangements we normally require 
a minimum of 25 eligible employees.

For new arrangements, we require a minimum of 
250 eligible employees, however this may be reduced 
where other arrangements are in place with us.

The benefits must be provided under a discretionary trust 
established on or before the policy start date. We agree 
between us the terms before cover starts, this includes:

• the scheme’s eligibility conditions;

• the benefit levels that employees can elect.
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We’ll provide you with an application form, which the 
employee and their spouse, civil partner or dependent 
partner must complete when they join the plan or elect to 
increase their cover and you must retain this. We’ll provide 
a set of unisex rates that will apply to the cover during the 
rate guarantee period.

On each monthly review date you must:

• calculate the premium due;

• provide us with the membership information 
(see ‘How does scheme accounting work?’); and

• pay the premium due.

This cover will apply provided you continue paying 
premiums when they’re due, no matter how many times 
you claim. If the arrangement is cancelled we’ll continue 
accepting claims where they arose before cover was 
discontinued (see ‘How do I make a claim?’).

You may cancel the cover at any time provided you do so 
in writing. The arrangement will continue until you cancel 
it, provided you comply with the terms and conditions.

We can only cancel the arrangement for a material breach 
of the terms and conditions (such as a failure to provide 
essential information we’ve asked for to assess the risk or 
administer the arrangement, or a failure to pay a premium 
within 30 days of the date when it’s due).

If we cancel the arrangement in these circumstances, 
cover will end on the date the material breach occurred. 
We also reserve the right to cease cover under the 
policies if we no longer insure the benefits under any 
other linked arrangement.

We won’t backdate any cancellation and we’ll charge 
premiums for the time the cover was provided. All cover will 
end when the arrangement is cancelled. However, we’ll 
consider any valid claim that happened before the date 
cover was cancelled. We’ll refund any overpaid premiums.

We’ll not pay claims or refund premiums where to do so 
would be in breach of laws or regulations or would violate, 
or may risk violating, any financial sanctions, laws or 
regulations.

If you want to make a claim in respect of a spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner covered under the 
arrangement, you must tell us as soon as possible after 
their death, but no later than two years after that. If we 
can admit your claim, we’ll pay the lump sum to you to 
pay out in accordance with your discretionary powers.

The lump sum benefit paid to you does not form part of 
the deceased spouse’s, civil partner’s or dependent 
partner’s estate. You can therefore pay it immediately 
without having to wait for probate to be granted.

Your questions answered

1. What factors should be considered in 
deciding what benefits to provide?
Voluntary Group Life Cover offers a flexible 
approach to meeting your commitment to provide 
cover for employees’ eligible spouses, civil partners 
or dependent partners.

You’ll need to consider the value and number of 
fixed benefit units that employees can elect and 
when they can make those elections.

We’ll normally allow a maximum of ten units and the 
maximum cover that we’ll provide in respect of an 
eligible spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
is £250,000.

For example, you may choose ten benefit units of 
£15,000, allowing the employees to elect units of 
cover up to £150,000.

1.1 Who can be covered?
An eligible employee can elect to cover an eligible 
partner who is either, their spouse, civil partner  
or dependent partner and meets the eligibility 
conditions which will need to be agreed between 
us before the cover starts. This may include factors 
such as:

• the categories of employees who can elect cover;

• the minimum and maximum entry ages in respect 
of the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner. 
Only people aged from 16 to 74 can be included 
as spouses, civil partners or dependent partners.

A dependent partner is a partner who is and who 
has been continuously cohabiting with an eligible 
employee for at least six consecutive months and 
who is financially dependent or interdependent on 
or with that eligible employee. It shall not however, 
include any natural child, adopted child, stepchild, 
foster child or relative.

2. When does cover commence?
Cover will normally commence on the monthly 
review date following an eligible employee 
submitting a satisfactory application form.

Decreases in cover will take effect on the monthly 
review date when the reduced premium is due in 
respect of the spouse, civil partner or dependent 
partner.

2.1 Increases in cover
An eligible employee can elect to increase cover. 
Each increase in cover is subject to the completion 
and submission of the application form and the 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner meeting 
the health criteria detailed in the application form.

2.2 Decreases in cover
An eligible employee can elect to decrease their 
cover by notifying you in writing. The spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner does not need to 
meet or complete the health criteria detailed in the 
application form.

Throughout this technical guide where we refer to ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’ we mean Zurich Assurance Ltd. 
Where we refer to ‘you’ or ‘your’ we mean the trustee(s) of the scheme.

We may limit or not pay a claim where the spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner has not fully and accurately 
completed the application form (see ‘What is not covered?’ 
and ‘Cancelling the cover?’)

We may revise the terms and conditions or rates where:

• you fail to provide a fair presentation of the risk;

• the taxation of benefits or premiums changes;

• you request we change the basis of this arrangement 
or a linked policy;

• you request we change the eligibility conditions, 
including admitting or removing groups of employees 
or adding participating employers;

• the number of spouses, civil partners or dependent 
partners included in the arrangement, or their total 
cover, vary by more than 50% since the beginning of 
the rate guarantee period; or

• the rate guarantee period ends;

• an employee resident overseas changes location.

Any claims received later than two years from the date of 
the individual’s death will not be accepted.

We’ll restrict the total amount of benefits payable in respect 
of multiple claims resulting from a catastrophe, or where 
those covered travel together (see ‘What is not covered?’).

You should seek legal and tax advice to ensure you 
understand any potential discrimination and taxation 
issues for you and your employees, and any conflicts 
with your employees’ contracts of employment.

How does the arrangement work?
We’ve designed Voluntary Group Life Cover to finance 
your benefit commitment in respect of cover elected by 
your employees, payable on the death of their spouse, 
civil partner or dependent partner.

Voluntary Group Life Cover is a collection of policies that 
will cover the elected lump sum benefits payable on the 
death of eligible spouses, civil partners or dependent 
partners of eligible employees.

For previously insured arrangements we normally require 
a minimum of 25 eligible employees.

For new arrangements, we require a minimum of 
250 eligible employees, however this may be reduced 
where other arrangements are in place with us.

The benefits must be provided under a discretionary trust 
established on or before the policy start date. We agree 
between us the terms before cover starts, this includes:

• the scheme’s eligibility conditions;

• the benefit levels that employees can elect.
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If the risk differs from the quote, we’ll let you know 
what else we need and whether we need to change 
the premium. We allow a 15% variation in the number 
of spouses, civil partners or dependent partners or their 
total insured benefits between quote and on risk 
data but the quote basis will be applied to the up to 
date information you provide.

If we don’t receive any one of the requirements we 
ask for when due, we may cancel the policy.

7. What premiums are charged for the cover?
We’ll provide a table of premium rates which are 
based on a number of factors including:

• the range of cover

• the eligibility and entry conditions

• the age when cover ends

• ages

• genders

• locations

• claims history.

Each month you’ll need to calculate and provide us 
with a schedule of the premium due in respect of 
each spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
covered by the policy, by referring to:

• the table of premium rates

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner’s 
age at the last yearly review date; and

• the current level of cover.

If the total premiums due for the cover during the 
year are less than the minimum annual premium, 
we’ll ask you to pay the difference.

We charge a minimum premium of £450 a year 
aggregated across all linked policies.

However, this charge may be waived or varied if this 
arrangement is linked to another group life policy 
we insure.

7.1 Will there be any unexpected premiums?
We usually guarantee the rate tables for two years. 
We’ll review them when the rate guarantee expires 
and we set a new guarantee expiry date. The review 
will consider any changes in the details of insured 
people and other factors mentioned earlier in the 
section “What premiums are charged for the 
cover?”. It will also reflect any change in the claims 
we expect from policies of this type; interest rates; 
and the cost of administrating and distributing 
such policies.

We reserve the right to remove the guarantee and 
recalculate the rate tables if the number of spouses, 
civil partners or dependent partners under the 
arrangement or total benefit provided under the 
arrangement change by 50% or more.

We also reserve the right to revise the premium rate 
or rates at any other time if a change is made to any 
linked arrangement.

3. Changing the insured spouse, civil partner 
or dependent partner
An eligible employee can elect to cease cover for the 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner under the 
arrangement by notifying you in writing. They can 
subsequently include a new spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner by submitting a completed 
application form and the spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner meeting the health criteria 
detailed in the application form.

4. When will cover end?
Cover will normally end when:

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
reaches the terminating age shown in the 
policy schedule

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
no longer meets the eligibility conditions shown 
in the policy schedule

• the eligible employee no longer meets the 
eligibility conditions

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
ceases to be the spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner of the eligible employee

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
ceases, for any reason, to be a member of 
the scheme

• premiums are not paid in respect of the spouse, 
civil partner or dependent partner

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
ceases to be included in the monthly data; and

• the policy is cancelled.

4.1 Cancelling the cover
You can cancel the cover at any time, provided you 
give us notice in writing.

We can cancel the cover where:

• you don’t provide the information we ask for 
to enable us to assess the risk or administer 
the policies

• you don’t pay a premium within 30 days of the 
date it’s due

• the total number of spouses, civil partners or 
dependent partners falls below 25

• any associated policy is terminated or ceases to 
be insured by us; and

• the principal employer ceases to carry on 
business, or an order is made or a resolution is 
passed for them to be wound up.

We can also cancel cover or benefits for an eligible 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner or 
change the terms of their cover or benefits, in line 
with reasonable underwriting and insurance 
practice and the Consumer Insurance (Disclosure 
and Representations) Act 2012, if you or the 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner:

• misled us by mis-statement, concealment 
or omission

• knowingly claim benefit for a purpose not 
provided for under this arrangement

• agreed to any attempt by a third party to obtain 
an unreasonable monetary gain that 
disadvantages us, or where; and

• we stop insuring the benefits under any policy 
to which this policy is specifically linked, if this 
applies.

If the policy is cancelled we’ll continue accepting 
claims where they arose before cover was 
discontinued.

5. What evidence of health requirements are 
needed?
When applying for cover for the first time or 
increasing cover the employee’s spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner must meet the health 
criteria detailed in the application form. You’ll need 
to retain these forms and be able to provide them 
in the event of a claim.

The spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
must meet the health criteria. Where they cannot, 
cover will not be accepted. They can reapply for 
cover, or an increase in cover, at a later date when 
they’re able to meet the health criteria.

6. How does an employer establish a scheme 
and put this arrangement on risk?
You must contact us to agree terms before the 
cover starts. For previously insured arrangements, 
this will include agreeing the terms that will apply 
to the currently insured benefits. We’ll need a 
completed proposal form including any information 
requested in your quote.

We’ll also need confirmation that a discretionary 
trust for the purpose of holding and distributing 
policy benefits is in place.

You’ll need to allow time before the policy start date 
to communicate the benefit options to employees 
and for them to make their elections before the 
policy start date. Eligible employees can make their 
elections by completing and submitting the 
application form.

Within 30 days from the date the cover starts, 
we’ll need:

• a completed proposal form

• you to calculate and pay the premium due using 
the rate tables provided

• the membership information as at the cover start 
date, including details of the eligible employees 
and the gender, date of birth and the level of 
cover in respect of their spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner.
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If the risk differs from the quote, we’ll let you know 
what else we need and whether we need to change 
the premium. We allow a 15% variation in the number 
of spouses, civil partners or dependent partners or their 
total insured benefits between quote and on risk 
data but the quote basis will be applied to the up to 
date information you provide.

If we don’t receive any one of the requirements we 
ask for when due, we may cancel the policy.

7. What premiums are charged for the cover?
We’ll provide a table of premium rates which are 
based on a number of factors including:

• the range of cover

• the eligibility and entry conditions

• the age when cover ends

• ages

• genders

• locations

• claims history.

Each month you’ll need to calculate and provide us 
with a schedule of the premium due in respect of 
each spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
covered by the policy, by referring to:

• the table of premium rates

• the spouse, civil partner or dependent partner’s 
age at the last yearly review date; and

• the current level of cover.

If the total premiums due for the cover during the 
year are less than the minimum annual premium, 
we’ll ask you to pay the difference.

We charge a minimum premium of £450 a year 
aggregated across all linked policies.

However, this charge may be waived or varied if this 
arrangement is linked to another group life policy 
we insure.

7.1 Will there be any unexpected premiums?
We usually guarantee the rate tables for two years. 
We’ll review them when the rate guarantee expires 
and we set a new guarantee expiry date. The review 
will consider any changes in the details of insured 
people and other factors mentioned earlier in the 
section “What premiums are charged for the 
cover?”. It will also reflect any change in the claims 
we expect from policies of this type; interest rates; 
and the cost of administrating and distributing 
such policies.

We reserve the right to remove the guarantee and 
recalculate the rate tables if the number of spouses, 
civil partners or dependent partners under the 
arrangement or total benefit provided under the 
arrangement change by 50% or more.

We also reserve the right to revise the premium rate 
or rates at any other time if a change is made to any 
linked arrangement.

8. How does scheme accounting work?
The arrangement operates on one-year accounting 
periods for an indefinite term and premiums are 
payable monthly in advance. Each monthly premium 
will be the sum total of the monthly premium you’ve 
calculated in respect of each spouse, civil partner 
or dependent partner covered under the 
arrangement.

You must provide us with a schedule each month 
including details of the eligible employees and  
the gender, date of birth, the level of cover and the 
date of inclusion for the cover in respect of their 
spouse, civil partner or dependent partner and any 
other information, agreed between us in advance.

We normally charge a minimum annual premium of 
£450 a year. However, this charge may be waived 
or varied if this arrangement is linked to another 
group life policy we insure.

You must pay all premiums in UK currency.

9. How do I make a claim?
If you need to make a claim you must contact Zurich 
directly or through your intermediary.

Our claims process involves no lengthy form filling. 
All claims can be notified over the telephone and 
are recorded. The death claim notification number is 
0800 181 4004.

When you first make a claim, the claims team will 
ask you for details of the employee’s and the 
spouse’s, civil partner’s or dependent partner’s 
name, date of birth, cause and date of spouse’s 
death if known. The more information we can 
establish, the quicker we can assess the claim.

On receipt of a claim notification, the case will be 
allocated to a case manager who will be your main 
point of contact throughout the process. The case 
manager dealing with your claim will decide on the 
next steps having reviewed the initial notification 
details.

We’ll inform you of the documentation we need to 
assess the claim. This may include:

• an original of the death certificate

• relevant application forms

• evidence of marriage, civil partnership or being a 
dependent partner.

Please send original documents. We do not accept 
photocopies of certificates. We’ll return all original 
documentation by recorded delivery. Once we’ve 
received all the information we need, we’ll assess 
the claim.

We always try to pay all valid claims as soon as 
possible and we’ll keep you informed of how a claim 
is progressing.

Following a successful claim, we’ll make a payment 
to you.

All payments will be in the currency of the UK.

• misled us by mis-statement, concealment 
or omission

• knowingly claim benefit for a purpose not 
provided for under this arrangement

• agreed to any attempt by a third party to obtain 
an unreasonable monetary gain that 
disadvantages us, or where; and

• we stop insuring the benefits under any policy 
to which this policy is specifically linked, if this 
applies.

If the policy is cancelled we’ll continue accepting 
claims where they arose before cover was 
discontinued.

5. What evidence of health requirements are 
needed?
When applying for cover for the first time or 
increasing cover the employee’s spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner must meet the health 
criteria detailed in the application form. You’ll need 
to retain these forms and be able to provide them 
in the event of a claim.

The spouse, civil partner or dependent partner 
must meet the health criteria. Where they cannot, 
cover will not be accepted. They can reapply for 
cover, or an increase in cover, at a later date when 
they’re able to meet the health criteria.

6. How does an employer establish a scheme 
and put this arrangement on risk?
You must contact us to agree terms before the 
cover starts. For previously insured arrangements, 
this will include agreeing the terms that will apply 
to the currently insured benefits. We’ll need a 
completed proposal form including any information 
requested in your quote.

We’ll also need confirmation that a discretionary 
trust for the purpose of holding and distributing 
policy benefits is in place.

You’ll need to allow time before the policy start date 
to communicate the benefit options to employees 
and for them to make their elections before the 
policy start date. Eligible employees can make their 
elections by completing and submitting the 
application form.

Within 30 days from the date the cover starts, 
we’ll need:

• a completed proposal form

• you to calculate and pay the premium due using 
the rate tables provided

• the membership information as at the cover start 
date, including details of the eligible employees 
and the gender, date of birth and the level of 
cover in respect of their spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner.
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Premiums
Premiums in respect of benefits for employees  
are usually tax deductible and they can be offset 
against your profits for tax purposes.

Benefits
Lump sum benefits paid from the policy are subject 
to the normal inheritance tax rules applicable to 
discretionary trusts. This means that exit and 
periodic charges may apply.

They’ll not be subject to income tax and will not 
count towards the spouse’s, civil partner’s or 
dependent partner’s lifetime allowance.

This information is based on our current 
understanding of current tax law legislation and 
HMRC practice. Employers should refer to their 
advisers for specific advice on the tax position for 
their company.

The tax treatment detailed above may not apply to 
individuals included in the arrangement who are 
overseas.

12. Can cover continue when employment 
ceases?
This arrangement doesn’t provide an employee 
leaving the company with the option to buy a policy 
to replace the cover for their spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner.

13. Further information

The company
Voluntary Group Life Cover is issued by  
Zurich Assurance Ltd, an insurance company 
whose head office is in the United Kingdom.  
Its address is:

Zurich Assurance Ltd 
Unity Place 
1 Carfax Close 
Swindon 
SN1 1AP 
UK

Zurich has not made a personal recommendation 
in respect of the suitability of this product for 
the customer.

Surrender value
The group insurance arrangement has no 
surrender value.

10. What is not covered?
All causes of death are covered, however, we may 
withhold claim payments if:

• material information relating to the policy or a 
claim that we’ve asked for, is outstanding; or

• the premiums we’ve asked for have not been paid.

There are also limitations to the overall cover under 
this arrangement.

10.1 Catastrophe limit
Unless otherwise agreed the total benefit payable 
under this arrangement (or associated policies if 
insured with us) will be limited to a maximum of 
£100,000,000 where deaths occur directly or 
indirectly as a result of a catastrophe and may be 
reduced further for certain buildings or postcodes. 
Any catastrophe limits will be detailed in your quote 
and policy schedule.

A catastrophe is defined as:

‘One originating cause, event or occurrence or a 
series of related originating causes, events or 
occurrences, resulting in the death of more than 
one spouse, civil partner or dependent partner, 
covered under the arrangement, irrespective of the 
period of time or area over which such originating 
causes, events or occurrences take place and 
irrespective of the period of time over which such 
deaths occur.’

Or, in respect of terrorist activities, a catastrophe is 
defined as:

‘One originating cause, event or occurrence or a 
series of originating causes, events or occurrences, 
resulting in the death of more than one spouse, civil 
partner or dependent partner, covered under the 
arrangement, which on the balance of probability 
results from persons acting in concert or in 
accordance with a plan or design, irrespective of the 
period of time or area over which such originating 
causes, events or occurrences take place and 
irrespective of the period of time over which such 
deaths occur.’

By ‘associated policies’, we mean any arrangement 
where we provide benefits payable on death in 
connection with an employer included in the policy. 
This also extends to any company, partnership or 
organisation, which together with the employer, form 
the same group or part of the same group.

10.2 Group travel limit
The total amount payable under this arrangement 
(or associated policies if more than one is insured 
with us) in respect of spouses, civil partners or 
dependent partners travelling together(by any 
means), in connection with the eligible employee’s 
business, will be £25,000,000.

This limit will apply from the time the spouses, civil 
partners or dependent partners depart to the time 
they arrive at their destination.

11. What tax rules apply?
We’ve based the information in this section on our 
understanding of legislation and HMRC practice at 
November 2013.

Our understanding of the tax rules for each 
Voluntary Group Life Policy is that it’s treated in the 
same way as an excepted group life policy, which is 
defined in section 480 of the Income Tax (Trading 
and Other Income) Act 2005. The policy must meet 
the conditions set out in sections 481 and 482 in 
that Act and initially cover more than one individual. 
The conditions are:

1. The policy must provide a capital sum payable 
on the death of a person included in the policy 
before age 75.

2. The same method is to be used for calculating 
the capital sum payable in respect of all persons 
included in the policy. In this respect if any 
limitation applies it must apply equally to all 
persons included in the policy.

3. The policy must not carry a surrender value 
other than the return of a proportion of the 
premiums in respect of the unexpired period of 
risk that had been paid in advance.

4. The only sums that can be conferred or paid 
under the policy are those referred to in 1 and 3 
above. No other benefits can be permitted.

5. Any sums payable under the policy must be paid 
to or for, or conferred on, or applied at the 
discretion of:

a) An individual or charity beneficially entitled to 
them, or

b) A trustee or other person acting in a fiduciary 
capacity who will secure that the sums are 
paid to the beneficiary.

For this purpose a charity means a body of 
persons or a trust established for charitable 
purposes only.

6. No person who is, or is connected with, an 
individual whose life is insured under the policy 
may, as a result of a group membership right 
relating to that individual, receive (directly or 
indirectly) any death benefit in respect of 
another individual whose life is so insured.

7. Tax avoidance is not the main purpose or not 
one of the main purposes, for which a person is 
at any time:

a) the holder or one of the holders of the policy, 
or

b) the person or one of the persons beneficially 
entitled under the policy.
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Premiums
Premiums in respect of benefits for employees  
are usually tax deductible and they can be offset 
against your profits for tax purposes.

Benefits
Lump sum benefits paid from the policy are subject 
to the normal inheritance tax rules applicable to 
discretionary trusts. This means that exit and 
periodic charges may apply.

They’ll not be subject to income tax and will not 
count towards the spouse’s, civil partner’s or 
dependent partner’s lifetime allowance.

This information is based on our current 
understanding of current tax law legislation and 
HMRC practice. Employers should refer to their 
advisers for specific advice on the tax position for 
their company.

The tax treatment detailed above may not apply to 
individuals included in the arrangement who are 
overseas.

12. Can cover continue when employment 
ceases?
This arrangement doesn’t provide an employee 
leaving the company with the option to buy a policy 
to replace the cover for their spouse, civil partner or 
dependent partner.

13. Further information

The company
Voluntary Group Life Cover is issued by  
Zurich Assurance Ltd, an insurance company 
whose head office is in the United Kingdom.  
Its address is:

Zurich Assurance Ltd 
Unity Place 
1 Carfax Close 
Swindon 
SN1 1AP 
UK

Zurich has not made a personal recommendation 
in respect of the suitability of this product for 
the customer.

Surrender value
The group insurance arrangement has no 
surrender value.

Queries and complaints
For further information, or if you ever need to 
complain, contact us at:

Zurich Corporate Risk 
PO Box 3512 
Swindon 
SN3 9AH 
UK

Telephone: 0800 141 2002

Monday to Friday 9.00am – 5.00pm.

We may record or monitor calls to improve our 
service.

Email: zcrservicing@uk.zurich.com

Website: zurich.co.uk/corporate-risk

You can get details of our complaints handling 
process on request.

If you’re not satisfied with our response, you can 
complain to:

The Financial Ombudsman Service 
Exchange Tower 
Harbour Exchange Square 
London 
E14 9SR

Telephone: 0800 023 4567

Email: complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk

Website: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

This service is free and using it won’t affect your 
legal rights.

Financial Strength
If you’d like to know more about our financial 
strength, including our Solvency and Financial 
Condition Report (SFCR) when available, please 
visit our website at www.zurich.co.uk/SFCR.

Compensation
We’re covered by the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme (FSCS). If we cannot meet 
our obligations, you may be entitled to compensation 
under the scheme. Any compensation you receive 
under the scheme will be based on the FSCS’s 
rules. For life assurance products the FSCS’s first 
responsibility is to ensure the cover continues 
rather than pay compensation. 

If you need more information you can contact the 
FSCS helpline on 0800 678 110 or 020 7741 4100, 
write to the address below or visit the website  
www.fscs.org.uk.

Financial Services Compensation Scheme 
10th Floor Beaufort House 
15 St Botolph Street 
London, EC3A 7QU 
UK

11. What tax rules apply?
We’ve based the information in this section on our 
understanding of legislation and HMRC practice at 
November 2013.

Our understanding of the tax rules for each 
Voluntary Group Life Policy is that it’s treated in the 
same way as an excepted group life policy, which is 
defined in section 480 of the Income Tax (Trading 
and Other Income) Act 2005. The policy must meet 
the conditions set out in sections 481 and 482 in 
that Act and initially cover more than one individual. 
The conditions are:

1. The policy must provide a capital sum payable 
on the death of a person included in the policy 
before age 75.

2. The same method is to be used for calculating 
the capital sum payable in respect of all persons 
included in the policy. In this respect if any 
limitation applies it must apply equally to all 
persons included in the policy.

3. The policy must not carry a surrender value 
other than the return of a proportion of the 
premiums in respect of the unexpired period of 
risk that had been paid in advance.

4. The only sums that can be conferred or paid 
under the policy are those referred to in 1 and 3 
above. No other benefits can be permitted.

5. Any sums payable under the policy must be paid 
to or for, or conferred on, or applied at the 
discretion of:

a) An individual or charity beneficially entitled to 
them, or

b) A trustee or other person acting in a fiduciary 
capacity who will secure that the sums are 
paid to the beneficiary.

For this purpose a charity means a body of 
persons or a trust established for charitable 
purposes only.

6. No person who is, or is connected with, an 
individual whose life is insured under the policy 
may, as a result of a group membership right 
relating to that individual, receive (directly or 
indirectly) any death benefit in respect of 
another individual whose life is so insured.

7. Tax avoidance is not the main purpose or not 
one of the main purposes, for which a person is 
at any time:

a) the holder or one of the holders of the policy, 
or

b) the person or one of the persons beneficially 
entitled under the policy.
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Law
The policy is issued subject to the law of England.

You may enforce the benefits and rights granted to 
you under the policy. Nothing in the policy shall 
confer or is intended to confer rights on any third 
party or parties including the spouses, civil partners 
or dependent partners.

Please read this document with the quote.  
This document doesn’t override the terms and 
conditions, which contain full details of the policy. 

Conflicts of interest
We make every effort to identify conflicts of 
interest. A conflict of interest is where the interests 
of our business conflict with those of a customer, 
or if there is a conflict between customers of the 
business. Once identified, we aim to either prevent 
the conflict or put steps in place to manage it so 
that it’s no longer potentially detrimental to our 
customers.

We have processes in place to ensure we conduct 
our business lawfully, with integrity, and in line with 
current legislation. We operate in line with our 
conflicts of interest policy, available on request or 
on our website, which details the types of conflicts 
of interest that affect our business and how we aim to 
prevent or manage these. Where we cannot prevent 
or manage a conflict which may be detrimental to you, 
we’ll fully disclose it to you in line with our policy.
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Zurich Assurance Ltd, authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered in 
England and Wales under company number 02456671. Registered Office: Unity Place, 
1 Carfax Close, Swindon, SN1 1AP.
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Please let us know if you would like a copy of this  
in large print, braille or audio.
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